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Consistency Management for Virtually Indexed Caches

Abstract

A virtually indexed cache can improve performance by allowing cache lookup and address translation to occur in parallel, thus reducing processor cycle time. Unlike physically indexed caches, virtually indexed caches create consistency problems because a physical address may be represented in more than one cache line when it has been accessed through more than one virtual address. Write-back virtually indexed caches create additional inconsistencies because memory may become stale with respect to the cache.

In this paper we examine the problem of consistency management for a virtually indexed write-back cache. We assume that the hardware does not support intra-cache consistency. We present a model and software implementation strategy for maintaining consistency with virtually indexed caches.

We present measurements from an implementation of this model on the HP 9000 Series 700 in the context of the Mach operating system. Our measurements show that a virtually indexed cache can be managed with nearly the same cost as that required to manage a physically indexed one, even when used by a virtual memory system that encourages and exploits sharing.

1 Introduction

Virtually indexed caches are becoming increasingly common as architects try to reduce processor cycle times [Kohn 89, Lee 89]. With a virtually indexed cache, the virtual address of a data item selects the cache line in which the item should reside. In contrast, with a physically indexed cache, the virtual address must first be translated into its corresponding physical address, and that address is used to select the cache line. Virtually indexed caches offer a speed improvement over physically indexed caches, since a cache lookup can occur in parallel with address translation. Comparable performance is possible with a physically indexed cache only by tying cache size and associativity to page size [Jouppi 88], by reducing the associativity of virtual to physical mappings [Chiueh & Katz 92], or by introducing a separate pipeline stage for address translation [DEC Alpha 92].

Despite their low-level performance advantages, virtually indexed caches have generally been considered less desirable for operating systems that support arbitrary memory sharing within and between programs. Since the selection of a cache line is based on a virtual address, the contents of a physical address that has been mapped at more than one virtual address may appear in more than one line in the cache at a time. This creates an internal cache consistency problem. The problem becomes more acute with a write-back virtually indexed cache because memory can become stale with respect to the cache.

In this paper we describe a solution to the problems of internal cache consistency for machines with virtually indexed write-back caches. Our solution is based on a simple model of consistency that captures the behavior of virtual memory, physical memory, and cache memory. The model defines the consistency of virtually indexed cache lines in terms of the operations that are performed on memory (CPU-read, CPU-write, DMA-read, and DMA-write) and the cache (purge, flush). The model lends itself to a straightforward software solution that relies on virtual memory hardware to deny access to potentially inconsistent data.

From the standpoint of performance, two aspects of the consistency model are important. First, the
model delays cache control operations for as long as possible, ensuring consistency only when not doing so would cause the memory system (the cache plus primary memory) to transfer a stale value to either the CPU or a device. In contrast, many previous solutions have forced the memory system into a consistent state at the time that the inconsistency would be created, rather than when it would be detected. Second, our model naturally captures the effect of different virtual addresses that map to both the same physical address and to the same line within the virtually indexed cache. Such aligned addresses do not create consistency problems and therefore do not require any consistency management.

1.1 Motivation and goals

We have implemented the machine-dependent layer of the virtual memory system [Rashid et al. 87] in Mach 3.0 [Accetta et al. 86] for the HP 9000 Series 700 [Lee 89]. The HP 9000 Series 700 uses a high-performance RISC-based microprocessor (HP PA-RISC) with separate instruction and data caches that are direct mapped, virtually indexed, and physically tagged. The data cache is write-back. There is no hardware support for consistency when a physical address is represented at more than one cache line. I/O devices that rely on DMA do not snoop the cache. A translation lookaside buffer (TLB) translates virtual page frames into physical page frames in parallel with cache lookup. At the end of the cache lookup, the physical frame number is compared to the cache tag. If they match, the cache access hits. Otherwise the data is retrieved from memory and stored in the cache. If the previous data in the cache line is dirty, it is first written back to memory before being replaced. For the purposes of cache management, the cache exports two operations to the processor. These are flush virtual address and purge virtual address. Both remove the cache line containing the specified virtual address from the cache. The flush will write the line back to main memory if it is dirty.

As we examined the consistency problem for virtually indexed caches, we began to appreciate the many different kinds of inconsistencies that can occur. For example, a cache line can become stale with respect to other cache lines or memory due to writes by the CPU or a DMA device, or primary memory can become stale with respect to the cache due to the cache’s write-back policy. When we considered strategies for resolving the inconsistencies, we frequently discovered inconsistencies that could be ignored, or that could be handled lazily. For example, when zeroing data known to be stale in the cache, there is no reason to first purge the data as it will be entirely overwritten before being read. On the other hand, when the CPU reads data provided by a DMA device, previously stale data in the cache must first be purged to ensure that the device’s new data is not improperly shadowed. Concerned that we might be taking an ad hoc approach to consistency which would result in a less-than-optimal implementation, we sought first to define a consistency model that would enable us to manage a virtually indexed cache correctly and efficiently.

Our consistency model is therefore intended to meet two goals. First, we want to make it easier to reason about the cache control and virtual memory operations that are required to ensure consistency. This allows us to evaluate an implementation strategy in terms of correctness (does it ensure consistency?), necessity (does it provide more consistency than is actually needed?), and efficiency (can certain operations be combined in order to achieve the same level of consistency with lower cost?). Our model permits inconsistencies within the memory system as long as those inconsistencies never result in stale data being returned to either the CPU or a device. Moreover, our model encourages the operating system to select virtual addresses that naturally align within the cache so that consistency operations can be avoided. The use of these techniques has resulted in application performance improvements of up to 10%.

Our second goal is to better understand the virtual cache management strategies that have been implemented in other systems. When we first began our work, we surveyed the literature to understand the approaches taken by others [Cheng 87, Chao et al. 90]. We found it difficult to describe succinctly the differences between the systems because we had no common reference point. Our model provides that reference point, and allows us to compare our solution to previous ones.

1.2 The rest of this paper

In Section 2 we describe the consistency and performance issues that arise in the use of a virtually indexed cache. In Section 3 we present a consistency model for such caches. In Section 4 we describe an implementation of the model that relies on the virtual memory system. We also describe changes to the Mach operating system that eliminate unnecessary cache inconsistencies. In Section 5 we present measurements that show the relative impact of our model and implementation strategy. In Section 6 we discuss related work. Finally, in Section 7 we present our conclusions.

2 Virtually indexed cache consistency

In this section we discuss several issues that arise when implementing a memory management system for a machine with a virtually indexed write-back cache. These issues relate to aliases, new mappings, and DMA.
2.1 The virtual memory model

Mach provides a hierarchical virtual memory model in which each process runs in its own address space. Memory can be shared between processes, although there is no requirement that it be shared at the same address everywhere. An alternative model places all processes in a single, global virtual address space in which naming and protection are orthogonal. From an operating systems perspective, exporting the large address space model to applications opens up a large number of research issues [Chase et al. 92]. These issues are complicated by the fact that global address space machines are the exception and not the rule. Consequently, we are retaining Mach's hierarchical model for our port to the HP 9000 Series 700.

For the purposes of virtually indexed cache management, only one distinction exists between the two addressing models. In the hierarchical model, processes can share memory at different virtual addresses, and therefore possibly different cache lines. In the global model, memory is shared at the same address in all processes. This eliminates consistency problems due to sharing (which is defined as aliasing in the next subsection), but does not solve the problems that arise during the creation of new mappings or DMA-based I/O (Sections 2.3 and 2.4).

2.2 The problem with aliases

An alias occurs whenever the same physical address is mapped at more than one virtual address. In a virtually indexed cache, where the virtual address is used to select the cache line, an alias can result in a data item being in more than one cache line at a time. It is the job of the cache management system to ensure that references to aliased data yield consistent values.

Write-back caches exacerbate the alias problem. A write-back cache can improve processor performance by reducing the frequency of stores to main memory. Only the replacement of a dirty cache line requires a store to memory, enabling physical memory to become stale with respect to the cache. This can cause reads through one virtual address to return stale values if the data was written through another. Writes can also be lost if a physical address is dirty in more than one cache line because one or both dirty lines can be written back to physical memory in any order.

Some solutions

Some solutions to the alias problem, such as the global address space model mentioned earlier, disallow aliases altogether. Others preclude arbitrary aliasing by forcing shared data to reside at virtual addresses that align in the cache, or by requiring that shared data be non-cacheable [Cheng 87]. Two virtual addresses align if they both map to the same cache line. In a physically tagged cache, aligned aliases can be resolved without going to memory. In a virtually tagged cache, aligned aliases compete for the same cache line, although there is no consistency problem.

Other solutions allow arbitrary aliases, but rely on consistency protocols implemented in hardware [Wang et al. 89, Knapp & Baer 85] or software [Chao et al. 90]. Hardware protocols use a reverse translation buffer to determine if a physical address is aliased in more than one cache line, and allow only the most recent alias to be valid. Software protocols allow aliases to be read-only. On the first write to a read-only alias, a page-fault occurs, the page is mapped writable, and any other read mapping is broken. On the next read through a different virtual address, the write-mapping is broken and the alias becomes read-only again. The cache may require flushing or purging during transitions.

When do aliases occur?

Aliases occur for two general reasons. Either applications explicitly request that physical pages be multiple mapped, or the operating system uses multiple mappings to implement techniques such as copy-on-write to reduce the overhead of memory management [Young et al. 87]. In either case, only unaligned aliases pose a problem, as aligned aliases map to the same line in the cache.

Despite the ability to share memory at arbitrary addresses, we are aware of few applications that rely on this feature. Even applications that share in sophisticated ways [Appel & Li 91] can generally do so without specifying the address at which shared data must be mapped [Li 92]. The name of a piece of virtual memory is much less important than other attributes, such as its contents, pageability, protection, and reference information.

In contrast to applications, the operating system itself is a more aggressive client of virtual memory sharing primitives. As a result, it might be more inclined to require unaligned aliases. In practice, though, this turns out not to be case for the same reason as with applications. The virtual memory system can therefore generally select aligning virtual addresses for shared data. We discuss this characteristic further in Section 4.2.

Nevertheless, there will always be cases where it may be more convenient to place shared memory at specific virtual addresses (such as with shared persistent data structures). Consequently, the cache management system must deal with these aliases correctly.

2.3 The problem with new mappings

Aliases introduce a potential memory inconsistency whenever the number of virtual mappings to a given physical page is greater than one. An additional consistency problem is created whenever a physical page is newly mapped, that is, the number of mappings to a physical page changes from zero to one. Unlike the alias problem, the new mapping problem is not solved by the use of a single, global address space.
New mappings are a problem because the cache may contain data brought in through an old (but now non-existent) mapping. For example, suppose that virtual address V is mapped to physical page P, written, and then unmapped so that P has no corresponding virtual address. This could happen for any one of a number of reasons, such as the termination of an address space, or the remap of P from one virtual address to another. If V' is then mapped to P, yet V and V' do not align in the cache, a read or write through V' could access data from page P in physical memory that is older than the data from page P in the cache. Furthermore, write-back of dirty data that was once mapped at V could overwrite physical memory that had been written through V'.

A straightforward way to ensure consistency for new mappings is to clean the cache with a flush or a purge when a virtual mapping to a physical page is removed. The flush or purge ensures that the next time the physical page is accessed, none of its data will be in the cache. This approach, for example, is taken in [Chao 87]. While correct, the approach is unnecessarily eager. It is possible that the next time the page is mapped, it would be mapped at a virtual address that aligns with the last assigned virtual address. By removing the data from the cache at unmap, subsequent accesses will involve slower fetches from main memory, thereby degrading performance [Chao et al. 90]. On the other hand, if the next mapping to the page is not aligned, eager removal reduces the likelihood that the data would be naturally replaced by other references. On the HP 9000 Series 700, for example, a purge or flush of a virtual address can be up to seven times slower when the data is in the cache as opposed to when it isn’t.

An alternative approach is to delay consistency management until the new mapping is created. It is not necessary to purge or flush the cache of data when a virtual address is unmapped by the operating system. Other structures, however, such as TLB and page table entries, must be invalidated to deny access to the data in the memory system.

As with aliases, consistency operations for new mappings are only required when the new mapping to a physical address does not align with the previous mapping to that physical address. If the previous and new addresses do not align, the previous address may need to be flushed and the new address may need to be purged. The flush through the previous mapping ensures that any writes to it will take effect in memory before any reads through the new mapping. The purge of the new mapping ensures that any reads through it will return fresh data from memory.

The consistency issues of new mappings are orthogonal to the operating system issues of initializing data in a newly mapped page. Security concerns dictate that a newly mapped physical page not contain data left over from a previous mapping, otherwise one process’ data could be made available to another process through a remapping. Proper page preparation must occur with both physically and virtually indexed caches. We discuss two optimizations that are possible when preparing a newly mapped page in Section 4.

2.4 The problem with DMA-based I/O

DMA-based I/O is another source of cache inconsistency, and hence potential cache management overhead. The I/O problem is independent of the cache architecture (virtual or physical) or address space model (hierarchical or global).

DMA devices support two memory-oriented operations: DMA-write and DMA-read. DMA-write causes the device to transfer data into the memory system. DMA-read causes the device to read data from the memory system. Prior to issuing a DMA-write, the CPU must ensure that the physical addresses written by the device will not be overwritten by previously dirtied data still in the cache. Prior to accessing the data, the CPU must ensure that old data in the cache is not shadowing new data in memory. Prior to issuing a DMA-read, the CPU must ensure that data at the addresses being read by the device has been flushed to main memory.

2.5 The cost of cache management

In managing a virtually indexed cache, an operating system has two responsibilities. First, it must strive to reduce the frequency of unaligned aliases and new mappings by taking the cache index function into account when defining virtual to physical mappings. Second, when unaligned mappings do occur and consistency management is required, the operating system should provide it with as little overhead as possible. For example, because purges and flushes of virtual addresses that are not present in the cache should be less expensive than those that are, they should be delayed for as long as possible. A delayed cache management operation may even be avoided altogether if it is known to be obviated by a subsequent and otherwise necessary operation. For example, copying into or zeroing a cache line overwrites its contents entirely, making an earlier purge of stale data in that line unnecessary.

To demonstrate the importance of meeting these responsibilities, we have measured the performance of several benchmark programs on two versions of the Mach 3.0 kernel running on the HP 9000 Series 700 (Model 720). An operating system server running at user level provides Unix functionality [Golub et al. 90]. The benchmarks are afs-bench, latex-bench, and kernel-build. The first is a version of the Andrew File System benchmark [Satyanaranyanan et al. 85] that runs a file-intensive shell script. The second formats a version of this paper using $\LaTeX$. The third builds a version of the Mach kernel from about 200 source files.

The two versions of the kernel are identical with the exception of their cache management policies. In the first version of the system (labeled “old”), neither the
kernel nor the user-level operating system server attempt to align virtual addresses. Both the kernel and the Unix server run under the mis-assumption that the cache is physically indexed, while low-level machine-dependent software guarantees consistency through a simple strategy for cache management. ¹ On a write to an aliased physical page, all other mappings to that page are broken. On a read to an unaligned aliased page, any existing writable mapping is broken and the faulting address is marked read-only. Whenever a virtual to physical mapping is broken, the page is removed from the cache with a flush (if dirty) or a purge. In the second version of the system (labeled "new"), which uses the cache management strategies laid out in the next two sections, careful alignment and delayed consistency are used extensively.

Table 1 summarizes the performance of the benchmarks on the two systems in terms of program execution time and number of cache consistency operations. The numbers represent the average from the last two of three runs on an otherwise idle machine. ² Despite the fact that none of the benchmarks directly stress Mach’s virtual memory system (they are all Unix programs), their indirect reliance on the kernel and the Unix server can incur a significant amount of cache management overhead stemming from the cost of having to purge and flush pages from the cache. Overall, the new system’s cache consistency policies improve execution times by between 5% and 10%. A more detailed performance analysis is presented in Section 5.

We also ran an entirely contrived benchmark, which is not shown in the table, that exposes the benefit of aligning shared mappings. A single thread repeatedly wrote one physical address through two virtual addresses. When the virtual addresses were aligned, a loop of 1,000,000 writes completed in a fraction of a second. When unaligned, the loop took over 2 minutes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Elapsed Time (seconds)</th>
<th>Page Flushes (x10^3)</th>
<th>Page Purges (x10^3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>old new % gain</td>
<td>old new</td>
<td>old new</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>elf-bench</td>
<td>678.9 620.9 8.5%</td>
<td>5.5 5.5 5%</td>
<td>2.029 .143 1.52 .28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>latex-paper</td>
<td>678.9 620.9 8.5%</td>
<td>5.5 5.5 5%</td>
<td>2.029 .143 1.52 .28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kernel-build</td>
<td>678.9 620.9 8.5%</td>
<td>5.5 5.5 5%</td>
<td>2.029 .143 1.52 .28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Performance of several common benchmarks using two approaches to consistency management on two versions of the Mach 3.0 kernel (version MK67) and Unix server (version UX28).

³This version derives its cache management policy from an earlier version of Mach worked on by one of this paper’s authors while at the University of Utah.

²The first run, which reflects performance on a cold instruction, data, and file system buffer cache, took slightly longer due to increased file system read activity.

3 A model for virtually indexed cache management

The previous section enumerated different situations that arise in consistency management for virtually indexed write-back caches. There are cases where caches need to be flushed or purged when the inconsistency is created (write access to an alias, DMA). In other cases, the flush or purge can be delayed (remove a mapping). Finally, in other cases, the flush or purge can be avoided altogether (virtual addresses align). These situations also include a large number of cases that can be handled specially to improve performance.

The problems introduced by aliases, new mappings and DMA-based I/O can be distilled into the single problem of ensuring that the memory system never transfers an inconsistent value to either the CPU or a DMA device.

In this section we present a consistency model for a virtually indexed cache that allows us to solve this problem. The model expresses the consistency state of each cache line with respect to virtual and physical addresses. Transitions between consistency states occur as a result of operations applied to the memory system by the CPU and devices. We define the states and transitions in such a way as to prevent the detection of data in an inconsistent state, allowing us to delay and sometimes omit cache purge and flush operations. We also use this model to describe the behavior and cache management requirements for several other cache architectures.

3.1 A restatement of the problem

A correctly functioning memory system must never transfer stale data to either the CPU or a DMA-device. Because data is kept only in memory or the cache, stale data may be transferred for only two reasons:

1. Memory is stale with respect to the cache. The most recently written data is not in memory. In the case of a CPU access, the most recently written data may be in a cache line other than the one being accessed. In the case of DMA access, the most recently written data may be in the cache.

2. The cache is stale with respect to memory. The most recently written data is in memory, but the cache is returning stale data, either to the CPU (in the case of a CPU access) or to memory (in the case of a cache write-back).

We can solve both problems by keeping track of cache lines that are stale, and by ensuring that stale lines are never transferred out of the cache.

3.2 A solution to the problem

For any virtual address, a cache line can be in one of four states: empty, present, dirty, or stale (E,P,D or S).
An empty cache line does not contain the data at the virtual address that was used to select the cache line; an access through that virtual address results in a cache miss and a value being transferred from main memory. A present line is one that contains the correct data at the virtual address. A dirty line is like a present line, except that the line has been written by the CPU and may therefore be inconsistent with respect to memory or another cache line. A stale line is one for which the data at the cached physical address is inconsistent with a more recently written version either in memory or in another cache line.

Six events can change the consistency state of cache lines with respect to a virtual address. These are CPU-read, CPU-write, DMA-read, DMA-write, Purge, and Flush. The first four operations can create inconsistencies, while the last two can resolve them.

Figure 2 enumerates the state transitions that must occur during each operation in order to ensure consistency. The first column names the operations that can be applied to a target virtual address. The second column describes the transitions that must occur for the target cache line, depending on the target line’s current state. The target line is the one selected by the cache index function for the target virtual address. The third column describes the transitions that must occur for all other cache lines which share the same mapping as the target virtual address but are not aligned. Transitions labeled with purge and flush indicate the cache consistency operation which is required to force the transition.

Initially, at power up, all cache lines for all virtual addresses are in the empty state (the cache can be purged to ensure this). Any operation that can modify state must be caught and acted upon before the operation takes place, and the requisite state transitions must occur atomically. This guarantees, for example, that an empty line is not marked present and then read before dirty data in another similarly mapped line has been flushed to memory.

A CPU-read through a cache line in the empty state must cause that cache line to enter the present state (E → P), indicating the data’s presence in the cache at the particular line. To ensure that the previously empty line returns the most recently written data, any similarly mapped but unaligned cache line in the dirty state must be flushed to main memory, leaving the flushed line empty (D$^{\text{flush}}$ E). A CPU-read of a stale line requires that the line first be purged.

A CPU-write forces an empty, present, or dirty line to enter the dirty state ([E, P, D] → D). Other similarly mapped but unaligned cache lines not in the empty state must enter the stale state ([P, S] → S) or the empty state (D$^{\text{flush}}$ E). As with a CPU-read, a CPU-write to a stale line requires purging.

DMA-read and DMA-write are similar to CPU-read and CPU-write, respectively. Their similarity is revealed by the set of equivalent transitions for similarly mapped but unaligned cache lines for CPU-read and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation on target address</th>
<th>Target cache line</th>
<th>All other similarly mapped but unaligned cache lines</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPU-read</td>
<td>E → P</td>
<td>E → E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P → P</td>
<td>P → P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D → D</td>
<td>D$^{\text{flush}}$ E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$^{\text{purge}}$ E → P</td>
<td>S → S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU-write</td>
<td>E → D</td>
<td>E → E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P → D</td>
<td>P → S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D → D</td>
<td>D$^{\text{flush}}$ E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$^{\text{purge}}$ E → D</td>
<td>S → S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMA-read</td>
<td>E → E</td>
<td>E → E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P → P</td>
<td>P → P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D$^{\text{flush}}$ E → D</td>
<td>S → S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMA-write</td>
<td>E → E</td>
<td>E → E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P → S</td>
<td>P → S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D$^{\text{purge}}$ E → D</td>
<td>S → S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purge</td>
<td>E → E</td>
<td>E → E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P → E</td>
<td>P → P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D → E</td>
<td>D → D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S → E</td>
<td>S → S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flush</td>
<td>E → E</td>
<td>E → E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P → E</td>
<td>P → P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D → E</td>
<td>D → D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S → E</td>
<td>S → S</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Cache line state transitions. These transitions must occur to ensure that the memory system never returns inconsistent data to either the CPU or a device.

DMA-read, and CPU-write and DMA-write. DMA does not go through the cache, so all cache lines that contain the physical address referenced by the DMA operation share the same transitions. In contrast, CPU-read and CPU-write of a virtual address affect the target cache line (and state) differently than the cache lines (and states) for similarly mapped but unaligned virtual addresses. One difference between CPU-write and DMA-write is that a DMA-write under a dirty cache line only requires that the line be purged rather than flushed, since the DMA-write will cause the data in memory to be overwritten.

The states themselves are pessimistic with respect to consistency and the operation of a cache. Because we do not consider the cache replacement policy in the transitions, it is possible to have a cache line in the present state in terms of the model, yet not physically present in an actual cache (although the converse is not possible). Such pessimism does not influence correctness because a flush or purge of a physically non-present line has no effect on the system.
Correctness of the state transitions

We can return to the problem restatement and show that the state transitions ensure a correct solution. The transition rules guarantee that neither:

1. memory is stale with respect to the cache, or
2. the cache is stale with respect to memory

can result in stale data being transferred by the memory system to the CPU or a device.

We avoid the first problem because a cache line cannot leave the empty state until memory is consistent with the most recent update. For updates caused by a CPU-write, consistency is enforced by the flush of the dirty line. For updates caused by a DMA-write, consistency is implied by the fact that the DMA device performed the most recent write to memory, and that all equivalently mapped cache lines are either empty or stale.

We avoid the second problem because stale lines are never transferred by the cache to either the CPU or memory. In the first case, a stale line must first be purged before it can be read or written. In the second case, only dirty data can ever be written back by the cache, and the transitions for CPU-write and DMA-write guarantee that data corresponding to a physical address is dirty in at most one cache line (one for CPU-write, zero for DMA-write).

3.3 Application to other architectures

Although we are primarily concerned with direct-mapped, virtually indexed, write-back caches on a uniprocessor, the consistency model can be applied to other memory system architectures.

- **Write-through caches.** In a write-through cache, memory is never stale with respect to the cache. Consequently, the dirty state can be replaced with the present state, and all redundant transitions can be eliminated. There is also no need for the flush operation.

- **Physically indexed caches.** With a physically indexed cache, all similarly mapped virtual addresses naturally align in the cache, so the third column in Table 2 becomes irrelevant. Only DMA-write and DMA-read create consistency problems, and these are handled with the transitions in the second column. As with a virtually indexed cache, write-back and write-through physically indexed caches are distinguished only by the existence of a dirty state.

- **DMA can access the cache.** In a system in which DMA can access the cache, CPU-read and DMA-read fold into a single read operation, and CPU-write and DMA-write fold into a single write operation. The transitions on read and write are the same as for CPU-read and CPU-write in Table 2.

- **Set-associative caches.** For a set-associative cache, the consistency rules remain the same since consistency within a set is ensured by hardware. That is, the physical tags associated with each entry are guaranteed to be unique within a set.

- **Cache-coherent multiprocessors.** The caches in a cache-coherent multiprocessor can be viewed as a distributed set-associative cache. Equivalent cache lines from each processor constitute an element of a set, while hardware ensures inter-cache (intra-set) consistency. As with set-associative caches, no changes to the transition rules are required.

4 Implementing the model

We now describe an implementation strategy for the cache consistency model described in the previous section. Our strategy requires that the hardware have the following characteristics:

- The first address within any virtual page aligns in the cache with the first address of any other virtual page if and only if all addresses within those two virtual pages align.

- Reads and writes to individual virtual memory pages can be caught by the operating system kernel.

The first requirement allows us to maintain consistency state on a "cache page," rather than a cache line, basis. A cache page is the set of cache lines onto which the cache index function maps all virtual addresses within a virtual page. A cache page is the same size as a virtual page, and a virtually indexed cache contains n cache pages, where n is the cache size divided by the page size.

All aligned virtual pages map into the same cache page. With cache pages, all cache lines within a cache page are defined to have the same consistency state. This enables the use of standard virtual memory hardware to implement the state transitions, and reduces the amount of cache state information from \(O(\text{number of cache lines} \times \text{number of virtual addresses in use})\) to \(O(\text{number of cache pages} \times \text{number of physical pages})\). The reduction in state is because of the larger coverage of a cache page, and because cache state information is required only for pages that are physically resident. A virtual memory system already denies access to non-resident pages, so cache consistency for these pages is not an issue.

The second requirement guarantees that we can detect cache page state changes, and that we can prevent stale cache pages from being accessed by the CPU.

These requirements are met by the HP 9000 Series 700. While it is conceivable that one could build a virtually indexed cache for which the first assumption does not hold, we are presently aware of no such cache, nor of
any compelling reason to build such a cache. Any system with a memory management unit should be able to satisfy the second assumption. Consequently, no special hardware is required to implement the algorithm. Note that if the hardware supports multiple page sizes, then the operating system must take additional care to ensure that a cache page is mapped only by similarly sized virtual pages.

4.1 The algorithm

The cache control algorithm should be invoked during any operation that could change the consistency state of cache pages. Virtual memory protections are set to detect state transitions during CPU-reads and CPU-writes. Operating system software should invoke the algorithm before scheduling DMA operations.

Pseudo-code for the algorithm is shown in the Figure 1. As input, the algorithm takes a virtual address, an operation type, and two booleans which indicate whether stale and dirty cache data will ever be read. The algorithm modifies cache state information and ensures that stale data is never mapped. The code in Figure 1 has been adapted directly from that running in the machine-dependent module of Mach's virtual memory system for the HP 9000 Series 700. Atomicity on a uniprocessor is guaranteed by running the code sequence with interrupts disabled. As presented, the code is not safe for use on a multiprocessor, although it could be made so with appropriate data structure locking.

Data structures

The algorithm relies on several data structures. Each physical page $p$ in the system is represented by a data structure, $P[p]$, that contains a list of virtual mappings for the page, $P[p].mappings$, and the cache page state for that page. The cache page state consists of two bit vectors, $P[p].mapped$ and $P[p].stale$, and a single dirty bit, $P[p].cache_dirty$.

Each bit in the vectors corresponds to a particular cache page. The bit vector $P[p].mapped$ indicates which cache pages have been mapped by the CPU, and therefore which cache pages may contain data from a given physical page $p$. The bit vector $P[p].stale$ indicates which cache pages may contain stale data from a given physical page $p$. The $P[p].cache_dirty$ bit for a physical page $p$ indicates that the physical page could be dirty within a cache page. That dirty cache page $c$ is given by the entry for which $P[p].mapped[c]$ is true. The $P[p].cache_dirty$ bit is cleared when the dirty cache page is removed from the cache with either a flush or a purge.

```c
CacheControl(virtual_address target_va, operation op, boolean will_overwrite, boolean need_data) begin
phys_page p = va_to_physical_page(target_va);
cache_page c = va_to_cache_page(target_va);
if (P[p].cache_dirty) then
  cache_page v = find_mapped_cache_page(P[p]);
  /* Clean cache if dirty page is not target */
  if (op == DMA_WRITE OR op == DMA_READ OR v != c) then
    if (need_data) then
      flush_cache_page(v);
    else
      purge_cache_page(v);
    end
  end
if ((op == CPU_READ OR op == CPU_WRITE) AND P[p].stale[c]) then
  if (! will_overwrite) then
  purge_cache_page(c);
  end
  P[p].cache_dirty = FALSE;
end
if ((op == CPU_READ OR op == CPU_WRITE) AND P[p].stale[c]) then
  if (NOT will_overwrite) then
  purge_cache_page(c);
  end
  P[p].stale[c] = FALSE;
end
/* DMA input operations and write operations force */
* all mapped and stale cache pages to stale, and
* all mapped pages to unmapped */
if (op == DMA_WRITE OR op == CPU_WRITE) then
  P[p].stale = bitwise_or(P[p].mapped, P[p].stale);
  bitwise_clear(P[p].mapped);
  /* For a write, mark the target cache page */
  as not stale, dirty, and mapped. */
  if (op == CPU_WRITE) then
  P[p].stale[c] = FALSE;
  P[p].cache_dirty = TRUE;
  P[p].mapped[c] = TRUE;
end
if (op == CPU_READ) then
  P[p].mapped[c] = TRUE;
end
/* Set mappings for all virtual addresses that */
* map to p to prevent inconsistencies from */
* being perceived, to detect subsequent accesses, */
* and to allow the current operation to complete. */
foreach (virtual_address v in P[p].mappings) do
  c = va_to_cache_page(v);
  if (P[p].stale[c]) then
    set_protection(v, NO_ACCESS);
  else if (NOT P[p].mapped[c]) then
    set_protection(v, NO_ACCESS);
  else if (op == CPU_WRITE) then
    set_protection(v, READ_WRITE_ACCESS);
  else if (op == CPU_READ) then
    set_protection(v, READONLY_ACCESS);
end
end CacheControl.
```

Figure 1: Pseudo-code sequence implementing consistency for a virtually indexed write-back cache.
Together, the bit vectors and the dirty bit encode the consistency state of every cache page \( c \) with respect to all virtual addresses that map to that physical page and cache page. This encoding is shown in Table 3.

The CPU's access through any virtual address \( V \), where \( V \) maps to physical page \( p \) and cache page \( c \), is determined by \( P[p].mapped[c] \) together with \( P[p].cache.dirt \). If \( P[p].mapped[c] \) is false (the cache page is empty or stale), then CPU access through \( V \) must fault. This allows the consistency state to be updated by the cache control algorithm. If \( P[p].mapped[c] \) is true but \( P[p].cache.dirt \) is false (the cache page is present), then write access through \( V \) that maps to \( p \) must be disabled in order to catch the write, and to mark the cache page as dirty and other cache pages as stale.

The hardware does not guarantee consistency between separate instruction and data caches. Consequently, virtual addresses containing data never align with those containing instructions, even when they are equivalent. In the implementation, it is necessary to maintain cache page state for both caches, and to interpret a virtual address in the context of the cache in which it will be found. For simplicity, though, the algorithm shown in Figure 1 assumes that a read access includes both instruction and data fetches.

**Explanation of the code**

The code in Figure 1 is broken into six stanzas. The first stanza computes the physical page and target cache page corresponding to the target virtual address.

The second stanza removes the contents of a dirty cache page in the case that it is not the target cache page. A dirty page can be mapped through only one cache page, and the operation `find.mapped.cache.page` returns that cache page.

The third stanza ensures that the target cache page is not stale. This is only relevant for a CPU access.

The fourth stanza ensures that writes into the memory system cause all mapped pages to become stale and thus no longer mapped. In the case of a CPU-write, the written page is marked as mapped and not stale, and the physical page is marked as dirty. The actual implementation includes an optimization that sets \( P[p].cache.dirt \) whenever the virtual memory system sets the `page-modified` bit yet the number of mapped bits is one. Finally, note that the data structures used by the algorithm lend themselves to efficient state modification. For example, all mapped (present) pages can be marked stale with a bitwise-or of \( P[p].mapped \) and \( P[p].stale \) into the \( P[p].stale \) vector, and a bitwise-clear of the \( P[p].stale \) vector.

The fifth stanza sets the mapped bit for the page on a CPU-read to indicate that the cache page may contain data from the physical page.

The final stanza sets the virtual memory page protections for all mappings to the physical page to be consistent with the cache page state.

**Two simple optimizations**

The code sequence in Figure 1 includes two simple optimizations that reduce the frequency of purge and flush operations. These are driven by the two parameters `will_overwrite` and `need_data`. In order, their use is described below.

A straightforward way to eliminate stale data from the cache is to purge it through the virtual address at which the data is known to be stale. Another way to eliminate the stale data, though, is to completely overwrite it with new data from the CPU. In particular, if a stale line is known to become completely overwritten before it will be read, then a preliminary purge is not necessary. This situation commonly arises when the virtual memory system prepares a page of memory with either a `copy-page` or `zero-fill` operation. In both cases, the CPU completely overwrites the page with new data before any other access to the page occurs. In such cases, the page can be allowed to leave the stale state without a preliminary purge (`will_overwrite` is true).

A second optimization relates to the assumption that dirty data is also useful data. This assumption is not always valid. For example, consider the case of a new mapping where a physical page that had previously been mapped into one address space is being remapped into another, and then copied into or zeroed. Clearly, the previous contents of the physical page are no longer useful. Therefore, if the page is dirty, it can be purged instead of flushed (`need_data` is false).

### 4.2 Eliminating inconsistencies

Although the algorithm delays consistency operations and handles aligned mappings, it does not reduce the frequency of unaligned virtual addresses. We found that such accesses occurred frequently in Mach because the system was initially designed for use on machines with physically indexed caches where virtual address selection was not a factor in cache performance. Consequently, we made three changes to the system to reduce the frequency of unaligned virtual mappings. These changes allow the virtual memory system to select the virtual address at which a physical page is mapped so that it aligns with the previous virtual address bound to that physical page. None of the changes have af-
ected the system's functionality, only its performance, which is discussed in the next section.

Pages passed during IPC operations

A large number of virtual memory remapping operations correspond to physical pages being passed as part of interprocess communication (IPC) messages. The kernel's IPC code transfers a physical page from one virtual address to another [Young et al. 87]. The kernel is free to select any destination virtual address, so choosing one that aligns with the source address guarantees that no cache management operation is necessary. The destination virtual address, though, was originally chosen according to a first-fit strategy, so the source and destination virtual addresses rarely aligned. Consequently, the old virtual address, which would generally be dirty since it contained data generated by the sender, would be flushed, and the new virtual address would be purged.

We modified the IPC code to select an address in the receiver that aligns in the cache with the sender's.

Preparing new pages with copy and zero-fill

The kernel can prepare a new page with data using copy and zero-fill. The first operation copies data from one physical page to another, and the second clears a physical page by filling it with zeros. Page preparation in Mach is split between machine-independent and machine-dependent components. The machine-independent component deals with virtual addresses and initiates page preparation in response to demands on the virtual memory system. The machine-dependent component deals with physical pages and implements the copy and zero-fill operations. With a virtually indexed cache, a page should be prepared through a virtual address that aligns with the ultimate mapping for the page. This consideration is unimportant on a machine with a physically indexed cache, however, so the preparation routines (which were designed assuming such a cache) were not passed the ultimate virtual address.

We extended the machine-dependent interface so that the machine-independent layer could pass the ultimate virtual address down to the page preparation routines. A similar extension was introduced by the Tut project [Chao et al. 90].

Shared pages in the Unix server

Mach's user-level Unix server allocates and shares several pages of memory with each Unix process. These pages are expected to be used as a high-bandwidth, low-latency channel for passing information between applications and the Unix server. In the initial version of the system, the Unix server requested that the shared pages be allocated at a specific virtual address in its own and each process' address space. These pages did not align, so accesses resulted in frequent consistency faults.

We changed the Unix server so that these pages can be allocated at addresses determined by the virtual memory system, thereby aligning.

5 Performance

We have measured the three benchmark programs described in Section 2.5 on the HP 9000 Series 700 (Model 720). We ran each benchmark on six successive configurations of the Mach 3.0 kernel. Table 4 shows the performance statistics averaged over the last two of three consecutive runs of each benchmark on an otherwise unloaded system. The table shows the elapsed time, operation counts, and average cycle counts across various configurations for each of the programs. The cycle counts were gathered using the processor's on-chip cycle counter.

The configurations ranged from one having only minimal cache consistency machinery (that described as "old" in Section 2.5 and labeled "A" in the table) to one having all of the machinery described in the previous section (that described as "new" in Section 2.5 and labeled "F" in the table). Each successive version provides a cumulative and more efficient solution to consistency management than the previous by including an additional optimization. In order, we (B) delay flush and purge operations until a virtual address is reused (+lazy unmap), (C) allow the kernel to select virtual addresses for multiply mapped pages so that they align in the cache (+align pages), (D) support aligned page preparation (+aligned prepare), (E) replace flushes with purges when old data will never be used (+need.data), and (F) eliminate purges when the destination cache page is being completely overwritten (+willoverwrite). The bottom two rows of the table show total counts and times for the three benchmarks running on the final and most efficient configuration.

In the benchmarks, all DMA activity is due to disk access. There are no disk reads, which correspond to DMA-writes, for either of the first two benchmarks. This is because all file system reads are satisfied by the Unix buffer cache. The third benchmark, which accesses substantially more file system data than the other two, does require disk reads. The low cycle count for DMA-read flushes is because the file system's write-behind policy introduces delays between the dirtying and subsequent flushing of a buffer cache block, so the dirty lines tend to be written back naturally.

5.1 Interpretation of results

Careful cache management improves application performance. Moving downward over successive configurations for a given benchmark shows that performance improves by delaying cache co-sistency operations, by aligning pages, and by exploiting the semantics of data use. For example, the decrease in page purges between configurations "A" and "B" reflects the fact that a physical page is often unmapped, and then remapped
independently of the benchmarks. Whenever a reference to a virtual address requires a destination virtual page, unless empty in the instruction cache because that cache never contains dirty indexed data. Execution time does not improve because the 720 configuration "F," the number of page flushes is equal to the number of DMA-read flushes plus the number of pages copied from data space into instruction space. Both of these operations require a flush. The flushes due to copying into instruction space arise because of the interaction between separate instruction and data caches, and the operating system's buffer cache. When a process faults on an instruction page, the file system must also be purged. That consistency faults drop substantially. In the end, the total bookkeeping overhead for the three benchmarks is a small fraction of the total mapping overhead and insignificant compared to total execution time.

Page flushes need occur no more often in a virtually indexed cache than in a physically indexed one. For configuration "F," the number of page flushes is equal to the number of DMA-read flushes plus the number of pages copied from data space into instruction space. Both of these operations require a flush. The flushes due to copying into instruction space arise because of the interaction between separate instruction and data caches, and the operating system's buffer cache. When a process faults on an instruction page, the file system must also be purged. That consistency faults drop substantially. In the end, the total bookkeeping overhead for the three benchmarks is a small fraction of the total mapping overhead and insignificant compared to total execution time.

Page flushes need occur no more often in a virtually indexed cache than in a physically indexed one. For configuration "F," the number of page flushes is equal to the number of DMA-read flushes plus the number of pages copied from data space into instruction space. Both of these operations require a flush. The flushes due to copying into instruction space arise because of the interaction between separate instruction and data caches, and the operating system's buffer cache. When a process faults on an instruction page, the file system must also be purged. That consistency faults drop substantially. In the end, the total bookkeeping overhead for the three benchmarks is a small fraction of the total mapping overhead and insignificant compared to total execution time.

Page flushes need occur no more often in a virtually indexed cache than in a physically indexed one. For configuration "F," the number of page flushes is equal to the number of DMA-read flushes plus the number of pages copied from data space into instruction space. Both of these operations require a flush. The flushes due to copying into instruction space arise because of the interaction between separate instruction and data caches, and the operating system's buffer cache. When a process faults on an instruction page, the file system must also be purged. That consistency faults drop substantially. In the end, the total bookkeeping overhead for the three benchmarks is a small fraction of the total mapping overhead and insignificant compared to total execution time.

Table 4: Performance of three benchmark programs using variously configured versions of Mach 3.0 (MK67) running on a 50Mhz HP 9000 Series 700 (Model 720).

through an aligned virtual address. The slight reduction in purge time for the data cache occurs because the delayed purge reduces the likelihood that the page's data is in the cache. That no such reduction occurs for the instruction cache appears to be an artifact of the 720's implementation which requires constant time to purge the instruction cache, regardless of its contents. The reduction in flushes between configurations "D" and "E" shows that dirty data is often left in the cache never to be accessed again. This data can be purged, rather than flushed. As expected, the decrease in data cache flushes is offset by an equivalent increase in data cache purges. No increase occurs for purges of the instruction cache because that cache never contains dirty data. Execution time does not improve because the 720 appears to purge no more quickly than it flushes.

The **overhead to maintain consistency state is low.** The Mach kernel lazily evaluates many virtual memory operations. For example, machine-dependent page table entries are not created until they are first faulted on, thereby enabling sparse but space-efficient virtual address spaces [Rashid et al. 87]. This approach introduces a certain number of **mapping faults**, which occur every time a virtual page is first accessed by an address space. These faults occur regardless of the cache architecture. In contrast, a **consistency fault** occurs whenever a reference to a virtual address requires a cache consistency state transition that cannot be inferred by some other mapping fault. Consistency faults are the result of the cache being virtually indexed, and should be counted as bookkeeping overhead separate from purge and flush overhead. The table shows that mapping faults remain almost constant across configurations, but that consistency faults drop substantially. In the end, the total bookkeeping overhead for the three benchmarks is a small fraction of the total mapping overhead and insignificant compared to total execution time.

---

*We have verified the 720's unusual flush and purge behavior independently of the benchmarks.*
The "A" configurations all show no data to instruction space copies because the file system first unmaps the dirty data cache page before mapping it into the faulting address space. The unmapping forces an immediate flush which is reflected in the column for total page flushes, rather than in the column for data to instruction space copies.

**Virtually indexed caches should support a fast page purge operation.** For the benchmarks running under configuration "F," page purges represent the largest cost component of virtually indexed cache management. They occur almost 200,000 times during the three benchmarks. Although some of the purges are necessary during DMA-writes (.8%), and when copying instructions from data space to instruction space (17.5%), most (about 80%) are due to the creation of new mappings when a virtual address is assigned to a random physical page from the kernel's free page list. Some of these purges could be eliminated by reducing the associativity of virtual to physical mappings through the use of multiple free page lists. The architecture, however, should also provide support for efficient cache purges. It should be possible to purge an empty, present, or dirty line, and possibly page, in one cache cycle since no interaction with memory is required. A fast purge would also benefit systems with a physically indexed cache, since purges that cannot be eliminated through reduced associativity are necessary there as well. In all, the total savings for the three benchmarks given a single cycle cache page purge would be about 2.26 seconds (.33%) out of 685.8 seconds.

In summary, the total overhead for virtually indexed cache management across the three benchmarks in configuration "F" is 1.53 seconds (.22%). This is the amount of time spent handling consistency faults (.03 seconds) and purging the data cache for reasons other than DMA (1.50 seconds). An additional 1.48 seconds (.21%) is required for operations that must occur regardless of the cache architecture. This is the amount of time spent flushing and purging the cache to drive DMA devices, and to copy from instruction space to data space.

### 6 Related work

Several operating systems have been implemented for architectures with virtually indexed caches. As mentioned in Section 2, these systems either disallow aliases, allow constrained aliases, or support full aliases through cache flushing and purging. The most important difference between these other systems and our own is not so much in the optimizations that they support, but the style with which they ensure consistency. Our approach, based on state transitions for cache pages with respect to virtual and physical pages, naturally handles the many kinds of inconsistencies and optimizations that arise in the management of a virtually indexed cache. The state of a cache page depends only on its previous state and the current operation, and the state transitions can be encapsulated entirely within a short code sequence. Moreover, adapting that sequence to alternative architectures is straightforward, given the observations made in Section 3.3. In contrast, previous systems, which do not maintain cache page state in any explicit manner, have dealt with inconsistencies and optimizations on a case-by-case basis.

As a result, optimizations requiring global information, such as "does a cache page need to be flushed before it can be used as the destination of a DMA-write," are difficult to implement, and are therefore less likely to be found.

Table 5 highlights some of the functional differences between several operating systems implemented for machines with virtually indexed caches. The CMU system is the one described in this paper. The Utah system is a version of Mach that behaves as the one described in Section 2.5. The Tut project [Chao et al. 90] merged Mach's virtual memory system into HP-UX, HP's version of UNIX. The Apollo system is an implementation of OSF/1 done by the Apollo Systems Division of HP. These four systems have been implemented on HP PA-RISC machines. The Sun system is an implementation of 4.2 BSD for Sun-3 200 series machines [Cheng 87].

The column labels describe the behavior of each system with respect to consistency management. All five systems handle unaligned aliases, although the Sun system limits accesses through unaligned aliases to well-behaved operating system code fragments. Otherwise, aliases must be uncached. The Utah, Apollo, and Sun systems clean the cache whenever the last mapping to a physical page is removed, while the CMU and Tut systems delay the consistency operation until the mapping could be reused (lazy unmap). In Tut, if the new virtual address for a page is the same as the old one (as opposed to aligned) then no purge or flush is required. Otherwise the cache pages corresponding to the old and new virtual pages are removed from the cache. The Utah system makes no attempt to select aligning virtual addresses for multiply mapped pages. Tut does so only for program text pages. Tut, like the CMU system, attempts to choose preparatory mappings so that they align with eventual mappings when preparing a page with copy or zero-fill. In situations where addresses do not align, the CMU kernel eliminates many cache control operations by exploiting the semantics of new mappings (need_data) and page preparation (will overwrite).

The systems can also be viewed in terms of the cache consistency states that they maintain for data in the cache, physical memory, and virtual memory. None of the Utah, Apollo or Sun systems maintain a stale state, as evidenced by the fact that they purge or flush the cache whenever a mapping is broken, such as on a write to an aliased page or during the removal of a virtual to
physical mapping. The Sun system appears to maintain only present and empty states for physical pages, although in some cases, such as pageout, it uses the fact that a physical page is dirty to avoid a redundant cache flush. Tt associates state with a virtual address, rather than with a cache page, as evidenced by the fact that only equal, rather than aligned, aliased virtual addresses avoid cache management operations.

7 Conclusions

Virtually indexed write-back caches create consistency problems. We have described these problems informally, and have then defined a model that attacks the consistency problems at their core by ensuring that the memory system never returns a stale value to either device or the CPU. Our consistency model lends itself to an implementation that relies on the virtual memory system to trap memory accesses that could create or reveal inconsistencies.

The performance of our approach on the HP 9000 Series 700 demonstrates that careful cache management is an important factor in overall system performance. Moreover, an analysis of the operations required to ensure consistency reveals that a virtually indexed cache need not incur significantly more overhead than a physically indexed one.

Our experience with implementing Mach's virtual memory system on a machine with a virtually indexed cache has led us to conclude that there exist no quantitative or qualitative reasons to shy away from such machines, as they offer reduced cycle times with insignificant software cost and complexity.
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